Gourd Mounting Arms, versatility explored

I Love Gourd Mounting Arms! These handy gourd mounting
pins are designed to work with the gourd racks that use
angle arms or rings.
There are 4 styles to choose from:
#1 Vertical 90: Ideal for Excluder &
SuperGourds. The gourds entrance hole faces out and away
from the pole.
#2 Vertical Straight: Ideal for Excluder &
SuperGourds. The gourds entrance hole is directly below
the gourd hanging arm
#3 Horizontal 90: Ideal for all Troyer Gourds.
The gourds entrance hole is directly below the
gourdhanging arm
#4 Horizontal Straight: Ideal for All Troyer
Gourds. The gourds entrance hole faces out and away from
the pole.
Now with a little imagination you can get really creative
when using manufactured gourds with GMA’s. Look at the
photo above.
On the angle arm A we have a SuperGourd with Tunnel
Conversion using the # 4 GMA. To the right of that we have
a SG with Tunnel Conversion using a # 3 GMA. To it’s right a
Troyer Vertical Gourd using a a #1 GMA.

On the angle arm C we have a Troyer Horizontal Gourd
using a #4 GMA. This GMA’s pin is facing outward which will
hang the gourd further away from the gourd to its right.
Next we have a Troyer Horizontal using a #3 GMA, and next
to that gourd is an Excluder Gourd using a #2 GMA.
On the angle arm D we have a SuperGourd with Tunnel
Conversion using a # 3 GMA. To its right an Excluder Gourd
using a #2 GMA and to it’s right a S&K Combo Gourd using
a #4 GMA.
With a little ingenuity you can create a very unique gourdhanging configuration. You are limited only by your
imagination.
Did you know that all 4 GMA style can be used on the angle
arms that are on our Super System and AAA. For the
Gemini and Round Rack # 3 and # 2 work best.
You can use #1 for Troyer Gourds if you want you gourd to
hang lower as seen in the photo above.
Change the direction of your gourd entrance holes. This is
really handy when you have male domination issues. Have
one gourd hang lower then the one next to it. Staggering
the entrances also discourages male domination.

GMA’s can accommodate natural gourds whose necks are
On the angle arm B we have a SuperGourd using a #2 GMA. no larger than 3”. Each GMA is made from solid ⅜”
aluminum includes a stainless bolt, nut and hitch pin.
To it’s right an Excluder Gourd using a #1 GMA. Notice
how the gourd is positioned. On it’s right a Troyer
There is a fifth GMA the 45º. Ideal for Super Systems. Best
Horizontal Gourd using a #1 GMA.
when used in the center position on the angle arms. Places
your gourd entrance at a 45º angle.

